Most organisms live in ever-challenging temporally fluctuating environments. Theory 10 suggests that the evolution of anticipatory (or deterministic) maternal effects underlies 11 adaptation to environments that regularly fluctuate every other generation because of 12 selection for increased offspring performance. Evolution of maternal bet-hedging 13 reproductive strategies that randomize offspring phenotypes is in turn expected to 14 underlie adaptation to irregularly fluctuating environments. Although maternal effects 15 are ubiquitous their adaptive significance is unknown since they can easily evolve as a 16 correlated response to selection for increased maternal performance. Using the 17 nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, we show the experimental evolution of maternal 18 provisioning of offspring with glycogen, in populations facing a novel anoxia hatching 19 environment every other generation. As expected with the evolution of deterministic 20 maternal effects, improved embryo hatching survival under anoxia evolved at the 21 expense of fecundity and glycogen provisioning when mothers experienced anoxia early 22 in life. Unexpectedly, populations facing an irregularly fluctuating anoxia hatching 23 environment failed to evolve maternal bet-hedging reproductive strategies. Instead, 24 adaptation in these populations should have occurred through the evolution of balancing 25
Introduction 36 In environments that fluctuate in a regular way across generations, such as 37 seasonal climate changes bivoltine insects experience, the maternal environment is a 38 reliable cue for the offspring environment. Natural selection in these circumstances 39 creates covariances between the genes individuals pass on and the environments their 40 mothers have experienced [1, 2] , which can lead to the evolution of transgenerational 41 plasticity or anticipatory maternal effects [3] [4] [5] [6] . Hereafter, we refer to "deterministic" evolve in this context, bet-hedging reproductive strategies can be favored whereby 48 mothers' produce offspring with a randomized mix of phenotypes, ensuring that at least 49 environmental transitions were not under selection during experimental evolution, they 132 must have evolved as correlated effects. 133 In contrast to the predictable populations, the unpredictable populations did not 134 improve their fitness in any combination of mother-offspring hatching environments 135 after experimental evolution. In fact, and similarly to the predictable populations, the 136 unpredictable populations showed a significant fitness reduction when exposed to 137 anoxia for two consecutive generations (t18.5 P=0.04). 138 The constant populations evolved increased fitness in anoxia after 30 generations 139 of continuous exposure to anoxia, regardless of the maternal hatching environment 140 (anoxia: t7.2 P<0.01; normoxia: t8.5 P<0.01). Because our design exposed all 141 experimental populations to the same number of anoxia generations, we can therefore 142 rule out the possibility that lack of genetic variation, small genetic effects, or small 143 population sizes limited the scope for adaptation to anoxia. In the predictable populations, we found that adult hermaphrodites who 152 experienced anoxia early in life had reduced fecundity ( Fig. 2A; t3 .6 P=0.03), and those 153 that experienced normoxia had similar fecundity (t3.9 P=0.4), when compared to 154 ancestral hermaphrodites. Remarkably, a clear deterministic maternal effect is seen in 155 the hatchability response in that hermaphrodites exposed to normoxia early in life 156 produce embryos with increased hatchability in general, with a larger response under 157 anoxia ( Fig. 2B ; offspring anoxia: t14.5 P<0.01, offspring normoxia: t12.9 P=0.03). These 158 results thus parallel the fitness results and provide an explanation for the observed 159 correlated response of an increase in normoxia-normoxia fitness (an environmental 160 sequence that the predictable populations did not face during experimental evolution). Evolution of maternal provisioning of glycogen to offspring. We directly confirmed 167 the hypothesis that the deterministic maternal effect that evolved in the predictable to the ancestor population in anoxia-exposed hermaphrodites (oocytes: t8.2 P=0.03, 174 embryos: t11.3 P<0.01), suggesting, like fecundity, a trade-off between embryo anoxia 175 survival and hermaphrodite glycogen provisioning after being reared under anoxia. The 176 evolution of reduced glycogen provisioning appears to be inconsequential, however, Methods). We considered a scenario with two offspring phenotypes, one that had higher 215 fitness under anoxia and the other that had higher fitness under normoxia. Deterministic 216 maternal effects were defined by a genotype that always produced offspring with the 217 phenotype suited to the environment that the mother did not experience. The 218 randomized maternal effects genotype produced a brood of offspring with a fixed 219 fraction of each phenotype, with the fraction chosen in order to maximize the geometric 220 mean fitness of the bet-hedging strategy. 221 We found that the deterministic maternal effect can only evolve if the probability 222 of switching environments is above 0.5, and increases as the probability of switching 223 goes up (Fig. 4A) . The maternal bet-hedging strategy has a constant benefit relative to 224 the ancestor for switching rates of less than 0.5, and is outcompeted by the deterministic Our analysis demonstrates that deterministic maternal effects, and possibly multi-245 generational carryover effects, can underlie adaptation to temporally fluctuating 246 environments. We find much less support that maternal bet-hedging reproductive 247 strategies randomizing offspring phenotypes make a strong contribution to adaptation.
248
With anthropogenic activities increasingly contributing to more extreme and irregular Bioproducts) covered by an overnight grown lawn of HT115 E. coli food. NaCl 291 concentration in the NGM-lite media was of 305mM (1.78% w/v) [30] . At 24h±2h of the 292 life cycle, each population was seeded with 1,000 first larval staged (L1) individuals in 293 each of the ten Petri plates. After growth to maturity for 66h±1h at constant 20 o C and 294 80%RH in controlled incubators (Fitoclima D1200, ARALAB), all ten plates were 295 mixed and worms harvested with 5mL M9 isotonic solution and then exposed to 1M 296 KOH: 5% NaOCl "bleach" solution for 5min±15sec, to which only embryos survive. for two generations before assaying. On the third generation, adults were washed off the 319 plates, treated with the "bleach" solution and their embryos were exposed to normoxia 320 or anoxia to constitute the maternal hatching assay environment. 24h later, 1,000 of 321 surviving L1s were seeded in each of 5 Petri dish plates, allowed to grow to adulthood, 322 treated with the "bleach" solution and their embryos were exposed in a factorial fashion 323 to normoxia or anoxia to constitute the offspring hatching assay environment. After 16h 324 of exposure to the corresponding hatching environment, worms were washed off the 325 plates with 3-5mL of M9 to a 15mL Falcon tube before the total number of surviving Fecundity and hatchability assays. These assays were similar in design to the fitness 334 assays, with two-generation exposure to all four mother-offspring oxygen hatching 335 environment combinations. P1-4 from generation 60 and the ancestor GA250 (n>10 3 ) 336 were thawed and grown in parallel for two generations before assaying. For each 337 replicate measurement, 1,000 live L1s after exposure to normoxia or anoxia maternal 338 hatching environments were grown in 6 to 10 plates at a density of 1,000. Adult worms 339 were washed off and treated with the "bleach" solution. In contrast with the fitness 340 assays, after the "bleach" treatment the dead adults were removed from the M9 Falcon 341 tube after centrifugation at 200rpm. The number of embryos was then scored in ten 5µL 342 M9 drops to estimate the total number of embryos in the M9 volume after the "bleach" 343 treatment. This total number was then divided by the total number of adults to calculate 344 the per capita fecundity. The embryo-only M9 solution was equally divided within 2h 345 after the "bleach" treatment, centrifuged at 1,800rpm. The pellet containing the embryos 346 was then exposed to anoxia or normoxia hatching conditions. After 16h the density of on the order of the fitness increase we observed following experimental evolution. We 448 assumed for simplicity but without loss of generality that the ancestral phenotype, the 449 normoxia adapted phenotype, had higher geometric mean fitness than the anoxic 450 phenotype.
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We then used the geometric mean to calculate the probability of fixation of 452 either a genotype conferring a Deterministic Maternal Effect (DME) or a Randomizing
453
Maternal Effect (RME). The ancestral state was assumed to have no maternal effect and 454 therefore produce a constant phenotype adapted to normoxia conditions. Under DME, 455 mothers alter their offspring phenotype based on their own hatching environment.
456
Under RME, mothers produce a fraction q of offspring with the anoxia adapted 457 phenotype and (1-q) with the normoxia phenotype. We assumed q was tuned to 458 maximize the geometric mean fitness of the genotype, an assumption that favors RME.
459
Given that experimental populations were maintained in discrete time non-overlapping 460 generations, the probability of fixation of an invading genotype (labelled 461 and , respectively) was calculated using M. Kimura's approximation of the 462 Wright-Fisher process [11, 43] . In line with other evolution experiments from standing 463 genetic diversity, we further assumed that effective populations sizes were one order of 464 magnitude lower than the experimental census sizes [32, 42] . We defined the effective 465 selection coefficient for use in Kimura's equation as the geometric mean of the 466 reproductive output of a genotype, which is expected to be a good approximation so 467 long as the probability a genotype goes extinct due to selection is not abnormally high 468 in early generations [37, 44] . Because our populations had standing genetic diversity we 469 wished to calculate the probability that DME or RME would become common based on 470 both strategies being present at some low initial frequency. We therefore adjusted our 471 calculations to include the chance that both strategies would become established at 472 appreciable frequencies, in which case the strategy with higher geometric mean fitness 473 is expected to prevail. Thus, for parameter values that give DME a higher geometric 474 mean this is simply . However, if RME had a higher geometric mean this 475 becomes (1 − ) .
476
We also performed stochastic simulations of the spread of DME and RME 477 genotypes into an ancestral population composed mostly of genotypes that produce only 478 the normoxia adapted phenotype. We used population size of 1,000 and an initial 479 frequency of both ME strategies of 0.005. RME strategies were assumed to use the 480 optimal frequency of producing normoxia/anoxia adapted phenotypes. Again, we used 
